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Welcome to the January 2015 issue of the Kent Environmental Council newsletter.

Residential Green Building FAQ: 10 Questions with Joe Ferut
Joe Ferut, green building architect and assistant professor at Kent State University's College of Architecture and
Environmental Design answers 10 questions about residential green building.
1. For new construction, what is the most important thing that the designer should focus on at the
start of a project?
It's about the four S's: size (efficiency), site orientation, building "shell" (insulated and airtight) and
small but efficient mechanical systems.
Solar orientation toward the south for both passive solar heating and PV [photovoltaic] panels [is
important]. Location of trees becomes critical.
2. If budget begins to become an issue, what are the two or three areas where the return will
overcome the cost considerations?
Joe Ferut

It's always about controlling the size, knowing that every SF [square foot] you add or subtract is $90$150 per square foot. Being flexible with the level of finishes (both interior and exterior) is the next
area.
3. For remodeling/adaptive reuse, is there a certain age or construction type that makes residential green building
impracticable?
Not really. It's a little more difficult to do a deep energy retrofit (adding insulation to the exterior) on an older historic
home, because it would require removing nice trim and details.
4. What green building ideas bring the most "bang for its buck" for remodeling/adaptive reuse?
First is airtightness. Home energy raters can evaluate a house to see how "leaky" it is (some utility companies are
providing this service for free). Next it's the insulation. These two things could reduce energy costs 30 to 40 percent. New
windows are good but [are] more expensive and [have] a longer return on investment. Making them airtight and adding
storm windows might be more cost effective. Having CFL/LED lights and Energy Star appliances is also easy to do.
5. How important is it for the entire team-designers, client, contractors--to be on the same page of green building
projects?
Everyone has to share the same values, i.e., build a comfortable, durable, energy-efficient home that is beautiful.
6. Can a typical homeowner handle projects like these themselves or should qualified experts be included from the start?

Someone has to be familiar with the big moves (the four S's) to make a project successful. There should also be someone
who can provide energy modeling (home energy rater, architect, mechanical contractor).
7. If an expert is brought into a project, what criteria should the owner use in the selection process?
Experience in energy-efficient design [and] certifications (Home Energy Rater, Building Performance Institute, Passive
House Certified) are the most important
8. For many residential green building projects, it also includes their [homeowners'] yards. What major issues should
guide them outside their house?
Storm water management and durable, indigenous landscapes, [so] water can be collected or absorbed [or] slowed down
to reduce storm water issues.
9. What communities in northeast Ohio are getting green building concepts and are becoming "green communities"?
Oberlin, Ohio, is the best by far. Cleveland Heights is also making great strides.
10. Will residential green building become more mainstream in the future?
There is enough economic and environmental evidence out there that we should be doing this as quickly as possible. It's
easier to start on the residential scale. That shift in thinking and doing "at home" will work its way into the places where
people, work, shop, play, etc. and provide the opportunity for a real cultural shift in the way we live. Most big ideas start
small.
--Charles Frederick, RLA, LEED AP, Graduate Landscape Architecture Program CAED
--Peter Marks, associate professor CAED; and Joe Ferut, RA, associate professor CAED
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Four Revolutions of Water Management
What makes a city possible? Well, of course, it's the people, and when many people cluster into a dense population it
becomes a city. So, what makes a large population possible? And perhaps more important, what limits the size of a city's
population? Water. More than any other resource, the abundance of readily useful water allows a population to grow, and
the growth of cities in the past was often limited by water pollution and water-borne diseases. A case even can be made
that cities and civilizations rose and fell more by their water resources than by their armies.
These were some of the thoughts presented by Dr. David Sedlak, director of the Institute for
Environmental Science and Engineering at the University of California - Berkeley and keynote
speaker at Kent State University's Second Annual Water Research Symposium. Water infrastructure
and rebounding cities, the theme of this year's symposium, focused on the limits to growth of the
modern city. Sedlak presented the view that the evolution of the modern city went through three
important revolutions of water management, each revolution dependent on a technological advance
and each allowing an expansion of population and commercial capability. The first great revolution
was the transport of distant water to the city, when the Romans expanded Rome by inventing the
aqueduct system of diverting mountain water into the city. They even developed a means of
transporting sewage out of the city and down the Tiber River, allowing Rome to become the major

Dr. David Sedlak

metropolis of its time. But as cities grew and grew together, problems of disease and polluted drinking water sources
limited their growth. The second and third revolutionary advances were treatment of sewage and later, drinking water,
ridding cities of cholera and other water-borne diseases and pollution.
What about today and the immediate tomorrows? As the dwindling quantities of water from the Oglala Aquafer in the
Great Plains and the four-year drought in California remind us, dependence on fossil water and the vicissitudes of
weather can constrain the sustainability and security of water availability. Has the contemporary city reached its limit to
growth? Yes, unless we can overcome these dependencies on depletable water resources. Sedlak believes that the future of
the modern city depends on our ability to recycle water and that doing so depends on changing our view of water as an
inexpensive, nearly limitless resource. We need to move from the one-use-and-done view of water management and see it
as a limited and precious commodity necessary to sustain urban life and future development.

Cleveland seen from five miles out in Lake
Erie (photo courtesy of Bob Christy, Kent
State University)

The fourth revolution in urban water resource management will be in water
reuse and recycling. This revolution has only begun and is in its infancy. For
example, the Greater Los Angeles area has been relatively unaffected by the
multiyear California drought because of massive programs to recharge the
groundwater aquafers on which the city depends. After sewage treatment,
wastewater is directed through the large Anaheim Wetlands to recharge the
Los Angeles Aquafer. Also, modern architectural standards (e.g., Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design, or LEED) can include construction of
buildings that recycle their wastewater to potable standards, effectively taking
the building "off the grid." In the future, storm water will be seen as a
resource rather than a nuisance or a hazard when it is used to provide cities
this essential natural ingredient of urban sustainability.

What about Kent and its water resources? Kent relies on the achievements of
the first three revolutions of water management and does not need to depend on water recycling programs. Like many
cities, Kent depends on groundwater. The sustainable future of Kent depends directly on the quantity and quality of this
resource. Protecting it from overuse and pollution (e.g., by fracking mishaps) must be one of the must-do items on the list
of city planners and the citizenry at large.
--Bob Heath

Tour of Cuyahoga River Restoration Projects Invigorating but Shows Need for More
Improvements
I went on the first of four tours highlighting restoration projects that were part of the Cuyahoga River Remedial Action
Plan. The October tour visited four sites in Summit County. I have to say that it was invigorating to get out in the fields
and see the actual project results and learn about the before and after scenarios from the experts who worked on these
projects. All four projects were very different, and all were funded by various combinations of grants. The Cuyahoga is
designated as an American Heritage River, a designation that considers economic, social and historical aspects of the
river. There are now 50 miles of clean river (this includes the stretch in Kent), but more work
needs to be done.
We started at Kelsey Creek in Kennedy Park in Cuyahoga Falls. This project is the only one
we visited that was not in an area of concern (AOC) in the remedial plan. However, it is a
headwater stream that enters the river at nearby Waterworks Park. Excessive storm-water runoff
from as far away as Tallmadge and Chapel Hill flows into Kelsey Creek, causing flooding of
nearby roads and buildings and eroding nearby gas and sewer lines. A lack of healthy plants along
the banks has caused severe erosion, making the stream unsafe for park visitors and preventing a
healthy stream from developing to provide clean water and wildlife habitat. Stream beds were dug
out and regraded, gravel riffles and deep pools were added to the channel, and a variety of native
trees and shrubs were planted--all in an attempt to keep banks stable, provide habitat and shade,
absorb pollutants, and provide cleaner water for fish and other stream creatures. Professionals
were aided by school children volunteers who helped with planting. The area is nicely finished,

Kelsey Creek in
Kennedy Park in
Cuyahoga Falls

and the plan is to build from success, educate the public, move to other stretches of the river and sustain what has been
done.
The second stop was Furnace Run in Summit MetroParks, where the landscape
was entirely different. The Everett Road project restored 1,500 linear feet of
Furnace Run using natural channel and bioengineering practices to raise the grade
of the stream and reconnect isolated stretches of the Furnace Run main stream.
The idea was to overcome the barrier the Brecksville Road Bridge presented to
fish migration and spawning upstream. Nearby, the stream was formerly
channelized and was eroding into the berm of the lake, threatening to undermine
stability. The grade of the stream was raised and moved away from the lake, and
riffles, runs and pools were added to improve stream habitat.
Furnace Run in Summit MetroParks

Then we saw the Bath Creek Floodplain and Wetland
Restoration Project located adjacent to Bath Nature Preserve in Bath Township. The former
1,700-foot straight-line ditch became a 2,500-foot stream that meanders toward the center of
the site, with multiple meandering channels added to run off the main stream--known as a
braided stream. Sand and gravel in certain areas help increase dissolved oxygen through riffles
and pools, allowing proper bedding for macro invertebrates such as stone fly larvae and water
pennies. Black willow and black gum trees were planted along with Bog Will cuttings and
tubers of Jerusalem artichokes, creating a riparian canopy and eventually cooler water
temperatures.

We ended with a look at the Little Cuyahoga River Restoration
Project-Kelly Avenue Dam Impoundment Area. This project
Bath Creek Floodplain and
Wetland Restoration
lowered a dam at Kelly Avenue that was creating substantial
Project located adjacent to
impairments to the river by creating stagnant water and much
Bath Nature Preserve in
sedimentation (which was removed). Coupled with lowering the
Bath Township
dam, the restoration of this once straight stretch of river created a
sinuous pattern for the stream bed and habitat diversity and restored
a woody riparian corridor. The river has been channelized to create a 150-foot riparian
corridor that will contain a 100-year flood. A second phase added grass to the edge of the
stream. Water is slowed down, creating an opportunity for wetlands. These projects have
turned the area into an amenity to help with the Goodyear redevelopment plan under way
there--balancing economic growth and environmental concerns.
Little Cuyahoga River
Restoration Project-Kelly
Avenue Dam Impoundment I was not able to attend the November tour, which occurred in urban areas of Cuyahoga
County, but hope to be able to attend the next two tours, which will occur in the spring of
Area

2015. Contact Lynn Garrity at 216-241-2414 ext.255 for more information.
Author's Note: The Cuyahoga River Community Planning Organization is in the process of changing its name to
Cuyahoga River Restoration. They are the host for the Cuyahoga American Heritage River Initiative and the Cuyahoga
River Remedial Action Plan, which is changing its name to Cuyahoga AOC (Areas of Concern). The Cuyahoga River
Restoration works with partners, stakeholders and communities in five Northeast Ohio counties to restore and revitalize
the Cuyahoga River Watershed and areas of concern and to improve water quality in the watershed and Lake Erie.
--Lorraine McCarty

OEPA Presents Revised Draft of Portage County Solid Waste Plan to Full Room at
Maplewood
Chris Germain from the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency reviewed the major portions of the revised draft of the
Portage County Solid Waste Plan, answered questions, and then announced that the plan would be posted for further
comment (which ended in early January).
There was surprisingly little controversy, and it seems the OEPA listened to all sides
and developed an acceptable plan that will keep much of what Portage County has
already built while allowing those municipalities and townships that want to seek
private recycling contracts to do so after notifying the county of their intentions.
Mantua has decided to withdraw from the county program and not renew its current
contract. The OEPA estimates that no more than 20 percent of the cities, townships and villages in Portage County will
leave the county recycling program and that the county will be able to maintain sufficient revenue to phase in mandated
single-stream recycling (i.e., no need to sort paper from cans) and to purchase more energy-efficient trucks.
The district's recycling plant on Mogadore Road will process cardboard, but all other recyclables will go directly to or be
transferred to private haulers. The plan also contains an emphasis on educating citizens about the importance of recycling,
mini grants for communities to support special collection events, junk tire collection and stakeholder meetings at least
annually. The Kent Environmental Council congratulates the OEPA for engaging the community and listening to what
was said.
--Lorraine McCarty

Eat Local, Fresh Foods: Improve Your Health; Save the Planet
In the past 100 years, people in the United States have become accustomed to
buying their food at a supermarket where everything is packaged and
displayed on shelves. Staples in our diet, such as produce, grains, beans, dairy,
and eggs, are sourced from all over the world. What used to be eaten only
seasonally can now be eaten at any time of the year. All this convenience is
not without its costs. Local farmland has disappeared, and agriculture has gone
from being a family business to being a huge multinational business. When we
look at the environmental effects of this modern state of agriculture, we can
see that the current way of doing things is not sustainable. Agriculture
represents one of the most cost-effective ways to improve two of our most
pressing environmental challenges: water quality and climate change.
Eating local is a way to cut down on food miles and emissions. Economically,
you support your own community--not large companies. Environmentally,
your food travels less, and you know more about where it comes from. Other benefits include solidarity with food
producers operating on a smaller scale and the opportunity to eat more natural, whole foods. On that note, eating more
natural foods also is good for your health--an aspect of local eating that isn't always the center of the discussion about
reducing food miles.
So, what are the health benefits of eating local? Eating local means fresher food. When produce does not travel across the
country, or sometimes the world, its freshness means higher nutrient levels. Once produce is packaged, its optimal
nutritional level decreases, specifically some vitamins such as C, E, A and some in the B group. There are other factors
that come into play, such as exposure to artificial lights and to air and temperature changes. Of course, produce that has
traveled still has nutritional value, but produce consumed immediately after it has been harvest is not only healthier but
also tastier. This twofold benefit arises because the fruits and vegetables are allowed to ripen longer on their branches,
vines and bushes rather than being picked early so the produce doesn't spoil during transportation and packaging.
According to the University of Vermont, produce that is destined for local markets is picked at its prime ripeness,
meaning that the food will not only be healthier but also taste better.

In addition to eating more local, eating more vegetables also is healthier for the climate.
Recently, a panel that advises the U.S. Department of Agriculture made some dietary
recommendations based on what's good for personal health and for the environment. The
new dietary guidelines set forth by the government are going to push harder for the
consumption of fruits, vegetables, nuts and whole grains at the expense of meat. In an effort
to highlight a diet that is sustainable for current and future generations, the panel states that
eating a more plant-based diet as opposed to a meat-based diet "is more health promoting
and is associated with lesser environmental impact than is current in the average U.S. diet."

Bill Pennel in greenhouse

Additionally, research published by the journal Proceedings of The National Academy of
Sciences last year showed that raising beef for the American dinner table is more harmful
than other meat industries such as pork and chicken. The study showed that compared with
other popular animal proteins, beef produces more heat-trapping gases per calorie, emits
more water-polluting nitrogen, takes more fresh water for irrigation and uses more land. The
toxic algae bloom that contaminated Toledo's water supply last year was a result of
agricultural runoff into Lake Erie.

Kent and Portage County are fortunate to have a lot of fresh water and good farmland. It is imperative that we protect the
air, water and land for the present and for future generations.
Sources:
Excerpts of this article are copied from the following:
"Health Benefits of Eating Local." February 26, 2014. One Green Planet.
Jalonick, Mary Claire. January 3, 2005. "New Diet Guidelines Might Reflect Environmental Cost." Record-Courier, p. A3.
Local Food Resources:
Breakneck Acres (Kent)
Breezy Hill Farm (Alliance)
Birdsong Farm (Hiram)
Countryside Farmer's Market (Akron)
Haymaker Famer's Market (Kent)
JP Organic Farm (Ravenna)
Kent Natural Foods Cooperative (Kent)
Lucky Penny Farm (Kent)
Ohio Ecological Food and Farm Association
Rootstown Organic Farm (Rootstown)
Stahl's Farm Market (Ravenna)

--Jeff Ingram

Food Database for Healthier Choices Now Available
The Environmental Working Group (EWG) has developed the most comprehensive
food database available today to help guide you to healthier, greener and cleaner food
choices. This easy-to-use online food database and mobile app--including EWG's Food
Scores: Rate Your Plate--is designed to revolutionize the way we shop and eat. With
information on more than 80,000 foods and 5,000 ingredients from 1,500 brands,
EWG's unique scoring system rates foods based on nutrition, food additives,
contaminants and degree of processing.
--Iris Meltzer

Sustainability Tips
Save Money, Energy, the Planet
Check out "Ten Ways to Save Money, Energy, and the Planet in Your Household" on page 10 of the winter Issue of Tree
City Bulletin, available on their website if one was not delivered to you.

Did You Know?
Tar sands oil produces 17 percent more emissions than regular oil. According to a report on National Public Radio on
November 17, climate change issues make it imperative that we decide what oil we will use, and this is the kind of oil we
need to leave in the ground.

Remembrances from Caroline Arnold's Memorial Service
For a sampling of remembrances of Caroline Arnold, check the KEC Website What’s New Page.

The Environment in the News
Outside Money Influenced Kent Vote
Record-Courier - December 26, 2014 (article) and Record-Courier - December 28, 2014 (opinion)
Kent's vote on Issue 21, a proposed "residents' bill of rights," drew gas- and oil-industry related interest and money,
which outweighed local fundraising efforts of supporters. The Kent Environmental Rights Group proposal to ban fracking
failed by 307 votes, with 2,402 against and 2,095 for the issue. Citizens for Good Legislation, the committee opposed to
the amendment, raised $5,680 for its campaign to defeat Issue 21, and $5,000 of that came from one source--an Ohio
Chamber of Commerce offshoot called the Partnership for Ohio's Future, a 501(c)(4) organization that does not have to
disclose the names of contributors. The size of the donation and its origin were unprecedented for a local Kent ballot issue
and far exceeded the $789 raised by supporter of Issue 21, which came in cash donations from $1 to $25. The supporters
also had $1,351 of in-kind donations for food, yard signs and buttons. The Record-Courier's Opinion piece noted that with
the bulk of the money against the issue coming from a group headquartered in Columbus and from donors whose identity
legally does not have to be disclosed, that action "throws a different light on the outcome" and could lead to "turning local
ballot issues into high stakes contests....a slippery slope that we cannot view as a positive development." The opinion
piece hoped that big-ticket donations would prove "to be a one-shot deal, but cannot help but be anxious" about big
money interests bankrolling local campaigns
Secret Tape of Lobbyist Captures Blunt Advice
Akron Beacon Journal - December 31, 2014
At a conference for the oil and gas industry, energy industry chiefs were told that to prevent opponents from slowing
efforts to drill in more places, they must be prepared to employ hardball tactics, such as digging up embarrassing tidbits
about environmentalists and liberal celebrities, and to exploit emotions such as fear, greed and anger and turn those
feelings against environmental groups. The advice came from Washington-based consultant Richard Berman, who is well
known in Washington for aggressive tactics. His remarks were recorded and made public by an energy executive who was
offended by the remarks and the idea that you had to play dirty to win. The conference was held in June by the Western
Energy Alliance, a group whose members include Devon Energy, Halliburton and Anadarko Petroleum and others.

Toyota to Sell Fuel Cell Cars in Japan, U.S., Europe
Akron Beacon Journal - November 19, 2014 and El Paso Times - November 11, 2014
Toyota is taking a small step into an unproven market, starting with a few hundred cars that will retail for $57,000. The
Toyota Mirai is an emissions-free car that uses compressed hydrogen gas as power and stored in two tanks mounted
underneath the vehicle. Honda also showed a fuel cell concept car in November, and Hyundai also is experimenting with
one. Ford has put 1.3 million test miles on a fleet of 300 fuel cell cars over the last several years. They have teamed with
Daimler, Renault and Nissan to develop a joint fuel cell technology that they would share. General Motors has tested its
HydroGen4 car. GM holds more patents for hydrogen fuel cell technology than any other carmaker and recently partnered
with Honda. The cars generally get the same range as many gas powered vehicles and are eligible for varying government
rebates. They may become mainstream in time, but one enormous hurdle is that only a few dozen hydrogen fueling
stations have been built worldwide. According to Dan Poppe, owner of a hydrogen fueling station in Burbank, California,
"we were told that we'd have 10,000 cars in California by 2009. . . . and today, we still only have about 200." California's
goal is to have 1.5 million zero-emission cars on the road by 2025 and offers large incentives to those building fueling
stations. It may take 10 to 20 years to build up fueling facilities, lower the price of the cars and sell them in mass, but the
Prius faced the same challenges with electrical fueling and now sells in big numbers.

3-D Printed Cars on Drawing Board for Sale Next Year
USA Today - November 10, 2014
Local Motors, a Phoenix company, plans to produce the world's first 3-D printed cars and have them on the market in
about a year. The cars will be individually customizable and cost about $18,000 to $30,000, unlike other custom cars that
for years have been for the super rich. The basic idea is that you select your ideal car on the computer screen and click the
print button. A giant machine then makes the car out of carbon fiber-reinforced plastic by weaving out thin lines of paste
that harden to form the chassis, body and even the dashboard-and about 40 hours later the car is ready to have the wheels,
controls and powertrain attached. The car has about 50 parts instead of about 25,000 parts in some modern cars. Such cars
can be recycled by grinding up the existing car into fine particles and using the materials for a new model. John Jay
Rogers from Local Motors says the cars will pass safety tests. John O'Dell, an editor for Edmunds.com, who specializes in
eco-friendly cars, says he'll watch with interest to see if Local Motors can pull off the idea.

Lake Erie Letdown
Record-Courier - November 23, 2014 (opinion taken from Toledo Blade)
House Bill 490, which was passed this week, would commission a study on lake pollution, require the state to
set standards for runoff (though it doesn't specify a deadline for doing so) and provide for other "toothless
runoff abatement measures." While this proposed legislation calls for other promising but insufficient steps, it
also includes provisions that would undermine protections for the Lake Erie watershed. "While there are
important and worthwhile programs in the bill, those programs do not form a sound policy on Lake Erie
pollution, where voluntary measures have not worked in the past. So don't get too excited."

Legislature to Revisit Lake Erie Proposal
Akron Beacon Journal - December 26, 2014
State lawmakers say that a bill for water quality standards will be a top priority in 2015 in attempts to slow down what is
feeding the toxic algae in Lake Erie. While legislators ran out of time in the 2014 session to pass new rules for farmers
and water treatment plant operators, the proposed legislation is expected to return in January. It would ban farmers in
northwestern Ohio from spreading manure on frozen and saturated fields, set
rules for dumping dredged sediment into Lake Erie and require water treatment plants to monitor for phosphorous--all
actions that lead to increased algae. Staff members within Gov. John Kasich's administration also have prioritized tackling
the toxic algae problem. While the provisions the legislators have proposed have little opposition, other measures in the
previous bill killed its chance of passing. While some funding has been made available by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (see next article), the upcoming state budget will play a part in how much money is available. Sen.
Randy Gardner, a Republican from northwestern Ohio, has noted that "both the legislative leadership and the governor
know this is a key economic and environmental issue facing Ohio."

Lake Erie Cleanup Projects Get Funds
Akron Beacon Journal - December 19, 2014
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency gave $3.1 million to three federal agencies and the Michigan Department of
Agriculture and Rural Development to aid algae reductions to clean up a Lake Eire algae bloom that hit water supplies in
Michigan and Ohio. The projects will improve water quality testing and algae bloom forecasting and will expand financial
assistance for agricultural conservation practices in the western Lake Erie Basin. Michigan will receive $197,000 to
improve farm nutrient management. These monies are in addition to the $8.6 million in grants given to the Great Lakes
Restoration Initiative in September, which will be shared by Ohio, Indiana and Michigan for algae reduction.
EPA Releases New Rules for Disposal of Coal Ash
Akron Beacon Journal - December 20, 2014 and Record-Courier - December 20, 2014
The first national standards for waste generated from coal burned for electricity were set, treating it more like household
garbage than a hazardous material and leaving it up to citizens and states to ensure that standards are met. While
environmentalists pushed for the hazardous classification because of hundreds of cases nationwide where coal ash tainted
waterways and underground aquifers, the coal industry argued that coal ash was not dangerous and that the hazardous
label would hinder recycling (about 40 percent is reused). The coal industry says this ruling will keep ash out of landfills
and disposal ponds in the first place because it will clear the way for beneficial uses to begin growing again. The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency rules will boost monitoring for leaks, control blowing dust, require companies to make
testing results public, set standard for closing waste sites and require those that are structurally deficient or tainting
waterways to close. In volume, coal ash ranks only behind household trash in quantity. The switch from goal to natural

gas-fired power plants has generated less ash in recent years, but volume is expected to grow as the EPA puts controls on
other heat-trapping and toxic pollutants such as carbon dioxide and mercury.

U.S. Supreme Court to Hear Challenges to EPA
Akron Beacon Journal - December 1, 2014
The U.S. Supreme Court will decide if regulators should consider financial costs when implementing new regulations on
the amount of mercury and other pollutants in the air from electrical utility power plants. This dispute has lasted for more
than a decade. In 2000 under President Bill Clinton, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency first issued the restriction,
but the decision was reversed by the George W. Bush administration in 2005. The decision was then reversed again by
President Barack Obama in 2012. The mining and utility industries and 22 states (including Ohio) claim the restrictions
imposed on coal and oil-fired utility plants are expensive (more than $9 billion annually), will lead to marginal gains in
clean air and could have ripple effects throughout the economy. By limiting their arguments to the cost-effectiveness of
the regulations, four justices have indicated some sympathy for the position of the mining and utility industries. On the
other side are 16 states and environmental organizations that are urging the justices to keep the restrictions in place. About
70 percent of the electricity used in Ohio comes from coal, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.
Fracking Causes Ohio Quakes, Study Says
Akron Beacon Journal - January 7, 2015
The 77 small temblors experienced in Mahoning County last March were caused by fracking activity according to
research that will be printed in the next issue of the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America. The temblors did
not create a new fault but activated a previously unknown geologic fault, which resulted in quakes with magnitudes
ranging from 1 to 3, according to Robert Skoumal, Michael Brundzinski and Brian Currie, the study's coauthors. Only the
one magnitude-3 quake was reported by neighbors. The study results confirm what the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources reported last spring.
Utica Shale Production Could Keep Ohio Busy for 50 Years
Akron Beacon Journal - December 4, 2014
Irene Haas of Texas-based Wunderlich Securities in Houston told attendees at the Ohio Oil and Gas Association's Oilfield
Expo 2014 that the vast quantities of shale under eastern Ohio will keep Ohio "very, very busy for a very long time." The
United States burns 26 trillion cubic feet of natural gas annually, and Utica shale has produced 190 million cubic feet-comparable to more than seven years of natural gas energy. Haas noted that Utica shale drillers are starting to move away
from the "wet gas window" that produces natural gas and liquids (including crude oil, thane and butane). Now, she said,
companies are moving eastward toward the Ohio River and hitting very productive natural gas wells in Belmont and
Monroe counties. Haas predicted that production in big natural gas wells in Ohio and surrounding areas will continue even
if gas prices dip because the needed infrastructure to get natural gas to the market is already in place.
Evacuated Families Await Fracking-Well Leak Answers
Akron Beacon Journal - December 24, 2014
Some Monroe County residents question well safety after a blown-out oil-and-gas well there kept 25 families from their
homes just before Christmas. The well, located about 145 miles east of Columbus, was drilled and fracked a year ago but
was plugged to await production. The crew lost control of the well on December 13 while unplugging the well, spewing a
thick plume of natural gas about 70 feet into the air. According to Bethany McCorkle from the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, a new well head is being installed and pressure tested. The state agency is investigating the cause.
Combined with other incidents this year, this latest event is causing concerns for residents. A nearby well caught fire this
summer and in October, a Jefferson County well forced 400 families to evacuate their homes. In November, an electrician
working on a pump in Noble County was killed in an explosion. While some residents who live near the wells say they
accept the risk and the problems are minimal, others find the disruption to their lives to be much larger.
Nuclear Reactors Built Atop Fault Line
Akron Beacon Journal - December 7, 2014
New seismic faults discovered below California's last operating nuclear plant at Diablo Canyon, not recognized when it
was built decades ago, have led California's U.S. Sen. Barbara Boxer to criticize the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for
not doing enough to ensure safety at the plant. She cited a senior federal expert who urged the NRC to shut down the plant
until it can be determined whether the reactors can withstand shaking from any of several nearby faults. She also pointed
out that the agency has not yet fully implemented any of the 12 safety recommendations that a task force made after
Japan's nuclear disaster more than three years ago. NRC Chairperson Allison Macfarlane, assured Boxer that U.S. nuclear

plants are indeed safer since Fukushima. Some plant operators have built earthquake-proof shelters to make sure their
reactors are protected, and others have installed new pumps and other equipment to deal with flooding. Macfarlane said
that the plant at Diablo Canyon was safe and that even the inspector Boxer cited said there was no "immediate" threat.
Sam Blakeslee, a geophysicist and former California state senator, argued that public safety demanded closer scrutiny of
Diablo Canyon's reactors in light of new faults discovered and the potential for earthquakes affecting the plant increasing
with each major study.
Wind Power Promoted in Akron
Akron Beacon Journal - December 5, 2014
A coalition of environmental and labor groups in Akron joined other groups across the county to defend wind power as a
source of jobs and clean energy by releasing a pro-wind, national report and calling on Congress to renew critical tax
credits through 2015 for continued wind development. Wind power growth in Ohio could eliminate 6 million metric tons
of carbon pollution and thereby protect the environment. Developing wind power, especially offshore, would slow global
warming. Ohio is 12 in the United States for wind jobs. Sixty-two facilities in Ohio make equipment to produce wind
power. According to Nate Lotze of Environment Ohio, wind power could provide 30 percent of America's electricity by
2030 but only if expiring federal tax credits are renewed.
Ohio Wind Farms in Limbo
Akron Beacon Journal - December 28, 2014
Eleven projects have been approved, but not a single one of the 764 proposed wind turbines has been installed. These
projects would triple the wind energy output generated in Ohio. Developers say the projects are still alive despite state
laws recently passed that are reducing demand by putting a state freeze on renewable energy and energy-efficiency targets
and increasing distances between the wind farms and homes. Much depends on whether federal tax credits are renewed.
President Barack Obama wants to make the credits permanent, while Republican legislators would like to reduce or
eliminate the incentive. Homeowners and business owners near the proposed wind farms are in limbo about whether or
not to sell their property or move, while wind power proponents see these four or five years of delays as wasted
opportunities. One of the 11 projects has begun clearing land to build access roads, but others appear to be waiting. Most
of these projects are situated northwest of Columbus toward the Indiana line, where the winds are most brisk.
Study: Lightning Strikes to Grow
Record-Courier - November 14, 2014
According to a new study, flashes of lightening in the United States are predicted to increase by nearly 50 percent by the
end of the century because of global warming. The study used mathematical formulas about the lightning-to-rain rate and
how much moist energy is in a storm cloud. Basic physics principles then were used to show that for every degree
Fahrenheit the world warms, lightning strikes will go up nearly seven percent.
Huge Solar Plant Lagging in Early Energy Production
Record-Courier - November 18, 2014 and Akron Beacon Journal - November 18, 2014
The largest solar power plant of its kind in the world is producing about half the expected energy--mostly because the sun
is not shining as much as predicted. The plant's owner also cited clouds, jet contrails and weather as having a greater
impact on power production than anticipated. The Ivanpah Solor Electric Generating system located near the CaliforniaNevada border also has experienced equipment challenges, which the plant's owner expects to be overcome. Jeff Holland
of NRG Energy, which operates the plant, says it could take until 2018 for the plant to reach its annual peak target, but he
is confident of meeting long-term generation projections.
Ohio EPA Funding Projects on Bees, Watershed Studies
Akron Beacon Journal - December 9, 2014
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, through its Ohio Environmental Education Fund, is funding two
environmental education projects in Medina and Stark counties. The Medina County Beekeepers Association is getting
$24,070 to create pollinator habitats to help struggling bees and to produce educational materials, signs, native bee houses
and seeds toward this end. The association will help homeowners in Summit, Medina, Holmes and Montgomery counties
convert grassy lands into bee habitats if the recipients agree to maintain the land for bees for at least five years. The
Friends of Stark Parks is getting a $41,832 grant to develop a course called "Introduction to Watershed Studies." Aimed at
high school students from Glen Oak High School, the Stark County Educational Service Center will help them evaluate
stream habitat, monitor for aquatic insects and sample water chemically. The students will assist in a public outreach
program on storm-water impacts in the Sippo Lake watershed in Perry Township.

Kent Park Span Nets State Award
Record-Courier - November 30, 2014
Kent's Harvey Redmond bridge reconstruction won the runner-up capital improvement prize from the Ohio Parks and
Recreation Association. Judges from around the state made the decision. Kent Parks and Recreation Director John Idone
thanked the city engineering department for its efforts and the Ohio Department of Transportation for an 80/20 grant from
its municipal bridge fund. The bridge's proximity to the Kramer Ball Fields and the Portage Hike and Bike Trail may have
helped the project stand out. Congratulations to all involved!
--Summarized by Lorraine McCarty

Dates to Remember
February 26
Cuyahoga AOC (Areas of Concern) Public Meeting
Cuyahoga Valley National Park Happy Days Visitor Center
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
February 28
Nominations for Portage Environmental Conservation awards due to Portage Park District
For details, click here.
The awards dinner will be held April 11.
March 16 (tentative)
KEC Annual Meeting
Watch for details
April 13 and 14
GreenTown at Kent: Creating Healthy, Sustainable Communities Conference
Kent State University Hotel and Conference Center
May 22
Inaugural Edith Chase Lecture Series
United Church of Christ (Kent) 7:00
Cosponsors: KEC and League of Women Voters of Kent

KEC Membership—Become a KEC Member Today
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are already a
member, you will be receiving a reminder of renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for your dues.
Remember, dues are the main source of income for KEC. We need your support to do our work.
Just send in your name, address, phone, email address and your check made payable to: Kent Environmental Council and
mail to:
KEC, P.O. Box 395,Kent, OH 44240.
To join or renew online with PayPal, go to kentenvironment.org/Membership.
Membership levels are $45, Sustaining; $35, Family; $25, Individual; $15, Golden Buckeye; $10, Student; $500,
Lifetime; and $200, Organization. KEC dues are not tax deducible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

Communicate with us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironment

Printed on 100% Recycled Paper

Making a Difference for the Environment
Locally and Globally Since 1970

Serving Kent, Portage County and Beyond

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - Help support KEC’s agenda of advocacy, education and engagement at one of the following levels…
Sustaining: $45
Family: $35
Individual: $25
Golden Buckeye: $15
Lifetime: $500
Organization: $100
Name(s)_______________________________________________________________________________
Membership Level__________________________
Address___________________________________ City____________________State_____ZIP_______
Phone___________________ E-Mail_______________________________________________________
Check areas in which you are interested:
____Active Living
____Friends of the Kent Bog
____Communication and Publicity
____Haymaker Parkway Adopt-a-Spot
____Energy
____Local Food
____Environmental Education
____Water Resources
____Other Environmental Interests _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Please include this form and check made out to: “Kent Environmental Council” and mail to:
KEC
P.O. Box 395
Kent, Ohio 44240
KEC dues are not tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

Visit us at www.KentEnvironment.org for more information or to use Pay Pal to join
Communicate with us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/KentEnvironment

